1 Instructions

Build a music sequencer in Pure Data. If you do not know what a sequencer is, the Online Sequencer\(^1\) will give you a practical understanding very quickly.

2 Restrictions

- Only Pd objects from Pd vanilla are allowed. Submissions that rely on objects from Pd extended will not be accepted!
- Messages, number boxes, GUI elements, symbols, arrays, tables, and comments of all kinds are allowed.
- Your patch should not rely on any external hardware besides keyboard and mouse. This rules out any MIDI controllers.

3 Guidelines

3.1 Programming guidelines

It might help to think of your sequencer as an engineering problem in three parts and address them in the following order:

- **Sound design** Start by trying to build some interesting sounds that can be tested in isolation. Use the three simple sounds from figure 1 as a starting point and create additional sounds by adjusting the parameters in that patch as instructed. Try to introduce variety and come up with something that sounds interesting!

- **Time base** Consult our main textbook\(^2\) for inspiration on how to provide a time base that organizes the playback of your

\(^1\) [http://onlinesequencer.net/](http://onlinesequencer.net/)

\(^2\) Farnell 2010.
HOW TO RUN THIS PATCH:

1. Turn on DSP by clicking this in run mode: `pd dsp 1`
2. In run mode, click either of the two `[bang]` messages or the square toggle box below
3. Adjust the numbers as instructed to create different sounds.

### Variables:

- **osc~ 500**: Change 500 to adjust frequency/pitch
- **bang**: Click in run mode to produce sound
- **0.1, 0 200**: Change 0.1 (between 0 and 1) to adjust amplitude/loudness
- **vline~**: Change 200 to adjust duration in milliseconds
- **phasor~ 800**: Change 800 to adjust frequency/pitch
- **metro 400**: Click in run mode to produce sound
- **noise~**: Change amplitude and duration (same as above)
- **vline~**: Change amplitude and duration (same as above)

**Figure 1.** Some simple sounds in Pd
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previously designed sounds along a timeline. The patch from figure 10.9 in the book provides a good basis along the lines of what we have discussed in class. What is the output of the [select] object in figure 10.9 of the book? How could you connect that output to the sounds you have designed in order to automate their playback? Section 14.3 introduces some advanced concepts that you can use to create a more complex time base for your assignment.

User interface What aspects of your sequencer should the user be able to control and how? Can one turn individual elements on and off? Toggle boxes (Put) should be useful to design an interface that can be controlled with the mouse. If you feel adventurous, you can also check the help patch of the [key] object and use it together with [select] to build a sequencer that can be controlled with your computer keyboard. Resist the temptation to spend more time on GUI than on sound programming, though.

3.2 Musical guidelines

There is no need to restrict yourself to any particular musical genre. However, if you feel that you lack musical inspiration or experience, it might help to think of your sequencer as providing the following layers and then implement them in that order:

Rhythm in the form of a loop, comparable to the role of a drum kit in a band. Remember the patch that I built in the very first lecture for inspiration.

Harmony in form of less repetitive chords, comparable to the role of keyboards, synthesizers, and rhythm guitars.

Melody on top of everything else, comparable to the role of a singer or solo instrument.

4 Assessment criteria

Functionality Does your patch work flawlessly on another machine, potentially using a different OS, that runs Pd vanilla?

Readability Have you cleanly separated the user interface part of your patch from the rest of the code? Have you cleaned up the code before submission, removing experimental or debugging routines that are not actually required to run it?
Have you documented your intentions clearly by including
 descriptive comments? If your patch requires
 initialization by the user (e.g., clicking [bang messages, etc.),
 have you clearly labeled which steps need to be completed in
 which order to get it to work? The Pd coding conventions
 provide useful suggestions for readability of your code.

[Computer] programs must be written for people to
 read, and only incidentally for machines to execute.
 (Abelson and Sussman 1996)

Creativity  How interesting and diverse is the sound world that
you have created?

Also, remember to forget everything you’ve been told and create
something that you enjoy to program and listen to! ☺

5  Submission format

Submit your assignment as a single .pd file. Subpatches are allowed,
abstractions are not.4
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